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Becoming a Sexbot 

“Please read my short story and ask yourself if you are going to fill in the submission form 
on the following page. “

“My live became a bit boring. Had several relationships and none of them were satisfy-
ing. The boys where nice , that wasn’t the point, but they just didn’t take me as I 

wanted them to take it. They kept talking about respect a woman and be nice for here 
and bla, bla, bla. I just wanted to be owned by them. Being their toy. I wanted them 
to think the whole day of me. Being in their minds.”

“Of course the internet helped me finding my final goal. The goal which al-
ways has been there. Somewhere hidden in my deepest dreams. A forum 

of women and also men which encountered the same problems as I discovered in 
relationships. Together with a Japanese company they found their ultimate goal: 
they let themselves rebuild into a Sexbot. There were a lot of possibilities. 
They had amazing results if their brains as being a Sexbot was connected 
by interlink directly to their partners brain. Some of them where to-
tally submissive others were controlling their Nonbot partners. Oth-
ers were always online with each other, as a Nonbot and a Sexbot 
continuously playing with  each others mind and body. There 
where even couples which let both of them being transformed 
into a Sexbot.”

“Since I knew that this possibility existed I couldn’t stop think-
ing about it. My latest lover was unaware of this. I wanted to 

own him and wanted that he owned me. I decided that he should be 
the one which would rule my live, if he agreed or not. When he went 
on a business trip for a week I submitted the form and really they 
came and get me in a day for transformation. “

“The external on/off button I found marvellous: that he could just 
switch me off like that remembered me of my earlier dreams of being 

somebody his doll. Off course I choose to stay female, but I read stories 
on the net with different opinions. I preferred to stay humanoid with a 
bit of latex integrated as skin: just latex crotch boots and latex gloves as 
a permanent skin item. As voice I choose the computer animated. After all I would become a 
Sexbot and should behave as one, not being to human again.“

“Finally my deepest which: being permanently in his mind and he in my mind. 24 hours a 
day interlinked. In his fantasy and wherever he is or what he is doing. I decided that 

they would deliver me as a present for him when he returns. Of course that includes a special 
implanting chip in his brain, but he will not notice it. The company will arrange that. And when 
he comes home I will be there. With a small note: Switch me on........”

“Wouldn’t you submit ! Fill in the form today. Tomorrow you will be one of us ! 



Submission form:

I herewith agree being rebuild into a sexbot and will accept all the rules and regulations of my future 
owner:
Name:..................................................
Address:................................................
Country of origin: ..............................

Place:     Date:      Autograph:

Do you want to be owned by a:       Male    Female
  
Do you have a particular owner in mind:.....................................................................................

Do you want to have an external on / off switch:    Yes  No
(Remember that external switch off doesn’t switch of the neurotransmiters in your brain, only your 
body will be out of your command)

Species:
Human  Insectoid  Cross over  Fantasy  

Gender, to become:        Male  Female

Clothes:
None  Lycra  Latex  Leather  Lack   PVC  Metal

Do you want these clothes:        Separate  As skin

Boots:
Knee   Overknee   Crotch   Or integrated

Gloves:
Short   Long   Or as skin

Are you a gift / present:         Yes  No

Do you want to be able to speak:
No  Computer simulated  Natural

Do you want to have optional functions installed like:
- vacuum cleaning
- internet
- game joystick
- external body command through interlink
- other: .......................................................

Press here to Submit  

Stay at your submission address, you will be collected soon.
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